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What We Will Cover Today

• The Fundamentals
• Basic Vocabulary
• Reservation and Booking Systems Overview
• Types of Resellers



The Fundamentals
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19 Terms You Should Know
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Some Vocabulary Basics
1. Allocation
2. API
3. Capacity Managed
4. Channel Management 
5. Commission
6. Extranet
7. FIT
8. FreeSell
9. Net Rates
10. Operators

11. OTA
12. Pass-partner
13. Pax
14. Reseller
15. Reservation/Booking System
16. Revenue Management
17. Supplier
18. Ticket
19. Voucher





Some Vocabulary Basics

Supplier. It’s a way “resellers” will sometimes refer to the hardworking 
entrepreneurs and business people who own and operate world class 
tours, activities and attractions around the world. 

“The rep at JourneyCounselor.com said they were looking for more suppliers like me and I 
corrected her to reminder her that I am an operator of a successful activity business-not just a 
supplier”



Some Vocabulary Basics

Operators. Most commonly refers to tour operators. Tour operators can 
sell packaged tours (e.g. escorted group tours) but can also sell individual 
attractions, either as tickets or vouchers, again depending on the 
integration

“Thomas Cook started out as a tour operator, leading English tour groups to interesting locales 
around the world”
ALT: “As an operator, I work every day to ensure the guests on my food tour really understand the 
flavors of my home town”



Some Vocabulary Basics

Ticket. A ticket is a unique privilege to enter. In theory a guest with a ticket 
has the right to walk in and go directly into the experience “straight to 
gate”

“The guest asked me if her ticket allowed her and her family to go right into my attraction and I 
replied that it could be scanned at the gate and she and her group could enter directly.”



Some Vocabulary Basics

Capacity Managed. Just what it sounds like—management of a limited 
number of available spaces for a guest. 

“I only have room for 19 people on my tour. It’s a limited capacity so I need a strong reservation 
system to mange it and issue tickets”



Some Vocabulary Basics

Voucher. A voucher is the right to a ticket. Frequently purchased from a 
third-party, a voucher must be exchanged for a ticket before the guest can 
enter. Vouchers can be unique but are not always.

“Because we usually have extra space on the tour, I allow local concierges to sell vouchers for my 
tours. I can almost always accommodate a guest on an existing tour and if I can’t a member of my 
team winds up giving them a private. It can be hard but it’s a better way for me to manage the 
business right now”



Some Vocabulary Basics

Reservation/Booking/Ticket System. Software that allows guest to buy 
“live” tickets to your experience and enables you to monitor sales, capacity 
and guest check-ins (amongst other things)

“The voucher sales with conierges were really growing but the vouchers started to get out of hand. 
I put in a reservation system so that guests could buy live tickets online and concierges can book 
online as well. Now I am selling more and I can plan my operation more effectively”



Some Vocabulary Basics

• Pax. Slang for passenger. Will be frequently used a synonym for patron 
or guest. 

“The JourneyCounselor.com rep asked me how many pax we typically did every year. I responded 
by saying that we were proud to welcome over 4,000 guests on our tours every season”



Some Vocabulary Basics

FIT. Foreign Independent Traveler. Most commonly refers to a guest who 
has purchased a ticket or voucher through a travel agent or a tour 
operator

“Now that Oceanic Air has a direct flight from London to my city, we have seen an increase in 
overseas visitors. Most of these are on group tours but we are seeing that Maiden Holidays is 
selling a fair amount of FIT vouchers”



Some Vocabulary Basics

Reseller. Anyone who sells a ticket on your behalf. Street teams, 
concierges, tour operators, OTAs are all generally lumped into this 
category.

“My neighbor in the marina runs a jet-ski tour business. He keeps telling me I need to start working 
with the resellers so I can get my paddle boat tours seen by more potential customers”



Some Vocabulary Basics

Commission. Commissions paid to a reseller who sells your ticket or 
voucher. Typical rates range from 25-45%. Different resellers may have 
different rates depending on their size, projected productivity and 
business needs.

“I called up one the resellers my marina-neighbor recommended and working with them sounded 
great. Then she told me as a new supplier (blech) I needed to give her company a 50% 
commission. I started hyperventilating and reached for my inhaler”



Some Vocabulary Basics

OTA. Online Travel Agency. In the tours/activity/attractions business, this 
most commonly means Trip Advisor, Get Your Guide and Expedia (plus 
about a bajillion). They can sell tickets or vouchers to the patron. The 
choice to do that is based upon how your ticketing system connects to 
them (via API) and the business rules you put in place for those sales

“It was great to work with Beltra. As an OTA that specializes in a market half-way around the world 
from me, I know I was reaching new customers and the costs were reasonable. And at least they 
weren’t advertising against me!”



Some Vocabulary Basics

Pass-partner. Generally refers to sightseeing pass companies. The three 
major ones in the US are CityPass, the Sightseeing Pass and the Leisure 
Pass Group. The consumer proposition varies for each but fundamentally, 
each allows a guest entrance into the attraction after checking in. 

“The cost in net-rate to work with the SuperFunMetro Pass is high but I guess some customers 
really want an easy to understand package of activities when they come to my city”



Some Vocabulary Basics

API. Application Programming Interface. It’s the way different software 
speak to each other. 

“When considering a new reservation system, everyone told me its important to work with one that 
has a great API to connect to the most resellers”



Some Vocabulary Basics

FreeSell. Freesell is the unlimited provisioning of inventory. Most 
museums operate this way, there is no limit on their capacity, they just 
queue people up if they are at or near fire-code limits.Vouchers historically 
had been sold this way for capacity managed tickets so that a reseller sold 
vouchers and then the guest had to exchange the voucher for the next 
available ticket in a capacity managed attraction or tour.

“JourneyCounselor.com said they could FreeSell vouchers to my activity but because of how their 
system worked, it would look like a confirmed booking to the guest. This seemed like it could be 
problematic so I opted to just give them an allocation.”



Some Vocabulary Basics

Net Rates. Business-to-business rates (sometimes called wholesale rates). 
Those rates will vary based on business rules and our expectations of 
productivity from a given channel or operator.

“Next season, we are going to raise our prices so we can put a net rate program in place with a 
25% discount for our OTA partners”



Some Vocabulary Basics

Extranet. A web-based interface to a reseller’s system. Extranets allow the 
resellers partner to load and manage the experiences they sell through the 
reseller.

“The rep from GoFindIt.com showed me how I can load descriptions, photos and prices for my 
tours into their system via their extranet. It all seems pretty straightforward but this is the 4th

extranet I have to use now.”



Some Vocabulary Basics

Channel Management. The practice of managing how an operator makes 
different experiences available through different resellers or channels. 
Channel management software aids in this by allowing operators to load in 
all their experiences and pricing into one software platform and then the 
Channel Manager deals directly with the different resellers

“At the start of every season, I needed to email or use the extranet for each of my reseller partners 
to update product information, pricing and availabilities. Now with ChannelChanger.com, my new 
Channel Manager, I can make changes in one central place and it gets pushed out to my partners”



Some Vocabulary Basics

Allocation. A block of tickets provided to a reseller for a specific time 
period or product. 

“We gave MustDoIt.com an allocation of 10 VIP tickets a day and 30 general admission tickets. 
That way we always know the maximum amount of guests they can send on any one day”



Some Vocabulary Basics

Revenue Management. The practice of ticket pricing to accommodate net 
rates and drive towards an average ticket price. This is most commonly 
done through a combination of increased pricing on the base experience, 
providing higher-priced VIP experiences with little marginal cost and selling 
inclusions for ticketed guests

“We create a new VIP experience that only offer through the resellers. We get a good price for it 
and it doesn’t cost us much more to deliver. We also started pre-selling bottled water to guests 
who bought through a few of the OTAs. Between these two efforts, our average revenue per guest 
has remained steady, even though we are selling more through resellers”



Let’s Use them in A Sentence
1. Allocation
2. API
3. Capacity Managed
4. Channel Management 
5. Commission
6. Extranet
7. FIT
8. FreeSell
9. Net Rates
10. Operators

11. OTA
12. Pass-partner
13. Pax
14. Reseller
15. Reservation/Booking System
16. Revenue Management
17. Supplier
18. Ticket
19. Voucher
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We shape our tools and afterwards our 
tools shape us

Marshall Macluhan



Reservations and Distribution Tech

1. Organize
2. Sell/Merchandise
3. Transact
4. Connect
5. Market
6. Report
7. Service
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So Now What?



5 Steps to Figuring it Out

1. Who’s the Customer?
2. What Can You Reasonably Do?
3. What Can You Reasonably 

Afford?
4. Look at Your Pricing
5. Set SMART Goals




